Los Angeles-based artist Amanda Ross-Ho has built a career focusing on the studio as locus, metaphor, and container for the creative process. Keeping her interests tethered to this line of inquiry has given her the freedom to cover a swath of art practices including sculpture, painting, photography, installation, and performance. In My Pen is Huge, she gives us a book of hours aimed not at religious devotion but rather devotion to creativity, parsed into minute snippets of time. As with Proust, Ross-Ho’s method is to dilate on a given topic through the accretion of memories and associations she both projects on and finds embedded in the objects she produces through her practice. As is also the case with Proust, this dilation begets gigantism, expressed here in an installation of outsized objects: tables, household implements, clock parts, and more. The ribald pun in the show’s title evidently speaks to Ross-Ho’s belief that creative fecundity is tied to the ability to expand on our experience and the cascade of connections that follow every moment of awareness, rather than to filter and edit that process. Ross-Ho even dilates the passage of time itself, as her pen ticks off, moment by moment, the thoughts that have raced through her brain, which she has scribbled on the paintings and tables in the installation.

Other hyperactive surfaces include the two tables that dominate the central space in the gallery, covered with scribbled notes, gigantic wine glasses, tea cups, coins, pens, and more. With other huge objects scattered across the installation—a hair tie with the diameter of a tire, enormous scissors, three-foot long clock hands hanging on the wall, a white glove, and a sleep mask as big as a rug—Ross-Ho invites us to zoom in on every detail of her life. Her father and mother were photographers, and the metaphor of photographic manipulation, especially enlargement, seems crucial to her process. At the Walker Art Center in Minneapolis in 2016, with the help of movie set technicians, she made an installation of a faithfully scaled-up reproduction of an enlarger her parents used in their dark room (in her remarks about the piece, she said it represented “the origins of my creativity”). Engaging the viewer in a close-up of her process, Ross-Ho produces an intimate look not just at the ways in which she goes about making art, but in this particular show, the very stream of her consciousness. My Pen is Huge is a sincere and moving act of generosity. In opening a window on
the interiority of another human to empathize with what that feels like, it also performs one of the most vital functions art is capable of.
